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BURN A BLACK CANDLE
P R E S S  R E L E A S E  -  F O R  I M M E D I A T E  R E L E A S E

Diagnose, cure and ward away malocchio

Magically celebrate holidays and special 

occasions.

Develop your most important magical tool 

– your mind

Master divination through cartomancy, 

dreams, pendulums and more

The Italian folklore tradition is one of

the most ancient unbroken chains of

wisdom on earth. Discover the

previously unwritten secrets of an

Italian American family’s magical

tradition passed down from generation

to generation. This spellbook provides

easy, step-by-step introductions to

the basics of authentic Italian American

magical practice. Discover how to:

With Tarot and folk Italian magic expert Dee Norman as your guide, build

your magical toolkit and discover one of humanity's longest-lasting

traditions for good fortune, a happy home and self-care.

Run a magical household, including creating a family altar and

connecting with your ancestors

Enhance your wellbeing for self and family through Buona Fortuna

Perform transformative candle magic
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KEY INFORMATION
FOR FANS OF Raven Grimassi, Mary-

Grace Fahrun and Pam Grossman.

SPEAKS TO LARGE ITALIAN AMERICAN

COMMUNITY AND ITALIAN DIASPORA.

In 2008 1.5 million Americans identified

as magical practitioners and this

number has grown during the pandemic

throughout the world, including the UK.

GAP IN THE MARKET: There are few

books about Italian American magic,

none of which are as detailed and

beginner-friendly.

AUTHOR IS WELL CONNECTED IN

MAGICAL COMMUNITIES:

endorsements include experts in the

field, Lon Milo DuQuette, Molly Lerma,

Michael W. Humphrey and Linda Tipton.

Dee is a regular invited guest at

Multiverse Con, as a presenter in their

Academic Learn track to speak about

magic and divination. She is also the

founder of the Occult Observatory on

Clubhouse.

ITALIAN MAGIC HAS A FOCUS ON THE

HOME AND SELF-CARE, and so much of

the content is practical and addresses

everyday issues.

BEAUTIFUL HARDBACK WITH MONO

ILLUSTRATIONS 

DEE NORMAN grew up in a family

that practiced an Italian folk magical

tradition (called by her family, “the

things we do”). She received her first

Tarot deck at 11 and has been

studying Tarot for over 30 years. She

began reading Tarot professionally

in 1995 and has presented

workshops in over a dozen venues

in the US and Australia. She has

given instruction on divination

techniques, sigil magic, Italian folk

magic, and various ritual techniques.

She has co-founded three covens,

two of which were teaching covens.

She is the founder of the Occult

Observatory club on Clubhouse and

hosts two rooms: Learning

Lenormand and Household Magic.

She studied Anthropology and

Folklore at University level.

DEE IS AVAILABLE FOR

INTERVIEWS AND EVENTS. 

BURN A BLACK CANDLE IS

AVAILABLE FOR EXTRACT. 
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